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We are grateful to the talented bakers who 
have generously shared their recipes for breads 
and bakes using Scotland The Bread flour. As 
demonstrated by the wide range from biscuits to 
bread, this flour is versatile enough for use 
within all of your favourite recipes. 

We are keen to continue adding new 
recipes to this list. If you have a recipe using 
Scotland The Bread flour which you would like 
to share with other communities, please do so by 
filling out our recipe submission form.  

If you would like to provide a printed copy of any 
of these recipes to your community members, 
you will find a template recipe sheet on page 04 
into which the relevant details can be copied. Of 
course, you could also use these recipe sheets for 
your own or your community’s creations!

Our thanks also to Strathpeffer Artisan Bread for 
sharing the excellent booklet of recipes used in 
their Baking in the Community activities.

Recipe 
submission 

form

Recipes 03

Click here 
to view the Scotland 

the Bread recipe 
database

View and 
download 

Strathpeffer 
Artisan Bread’s 

recipes here

http://forms.gle/TtDVrUazXXxJQRjW9
http://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1foDYAn09_pi3E_pRVVoYveQEwjILdQp77J0bb5uo5BQ/edit?usp=sharing
http://scotlandthebread.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Viewing-Recipe-Booklet.pdf/
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Over the years, there has been a long-term decline 
in important nutrients in our daily loaf and a move 
towards bread being viewed as having a negative 
impact in our diets. Scotland The Bread is working 
to reverse this trend and ensure that people have 
access to bread with positive health benefits. We 
believe the best way of doing so is by selecting and 
growing more nutrient-dense varieties of grain and 
are breaking new ground by including an analysis 
of important minerals on every bag of our flour.

We test the grain as it comes from the field and 
then samples of wholemeal flour produced on 
our Zentrofan cyclone mill. This mill transforms 
grains into ultra-fine wholemeal flour without 
heating them, preserving every part of the grain 
and their nutritional qualities. The tests for key 
minerals are performed by the James Hutton 
Institute, one of Scotland’s leading science 
institutions.

These show that Scotland The Bread flours  
contain a higher proportion of certain key  
minerals than the average reference values.  
Baking with these flours - especially using long, 
slow fermentation methods - makes available 
to us the health benefits of these special grains. 
Moreover, bread made with them is much more 
filling, meaning that we can be nourished and feel 
full even when eating fewer slices.

What makes our flour special?

Nutrition

Learn 
more 

about the 
nutritional 
value of 

our flours 
here.

“It took less slices of 
bread for me to eat to 
feel full, and I enjoyed 

it much better” 
Flour to the People baking event 

participant
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https://scotlandthebread.org/nutrition/


We believe that using Scotland The Bread flour to 
make slowly-fermented sourdough bread is the 
best way of unlocking the increased nutrients of 
our grains, but there is no need to stop there!

Our Balcaskie Landrace flour has a softer, less 
elastic and more extensible (and arguably more 
digestible) gluten than in common ‘strong’ bread 
flours. This makes it naturally ‘all-purpose’ and 
suitable for a great variety of bakes. It will bring its 
delicious nutty flavour and health benefits to all of 
your favourite recipes, including cakes, crumbles, 
biscuits, scones and pastry. In fact, many of these 
are best made with flours containing lower levels 
of gluten so with the natural softness of Scotland 
The Bread flour and some deft handling, you will 
be able to produce melt-in-the-mouth results.

06
Versatility

Flavour

“I love how fine the 
flour is, find it really 

multipurpose” 
Flour to the People baking event 

participant

As well as their higher nutrient density and 
suitability to the Scottish climate, we selected 
our grains for their incredible flavour. Our milling 
process means that the fine wholemeal flour 
we produce retains this full, satisfying flavour 
without the dry dustiness of some others. There 
is a reason why ours has been the flour of 
choice for the winning loaf in the Scottish Bread 
Championships since it was launched in 2017!

If you don’t believe that flour can taste any 
different, take a look at the praise ours has 
received from bakers and try it for yourself!

“The taste is delicious, 
very rounded, 
wholesome” 

Sarah Raisback, World Bread  
Awards winning baker
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“Scotland The Bread rye 
flour takes [our Swiss 

Highland rye] loaf to a new 
level, resulting in exceptional 

complexity of flavour and 
length on the palate.” 

John Castley,  
Wild Hearth Bakery

“it was absolutely  
delicious–the breadth of 

flavours from the flour took 
everyone aback–including my 

kids who scoffed a full  
800g loaf that evening.” 

Katia Lebart, 
The Wee Boulangerie

“We love the flavour, 
softness and increased 

nutrition of Scotland The 
Bread flour.” 

Nikky Burdekin, 
Strathpeffer Artisan Bread

“really exceptional flavour 
qualities for a wholemeal 
bread. In particular, none  
of the aftertaste that can  

be prevalent in some  
brown breads.” 

Baikhouse



”I have loads of mixed loaves 
and [the rye flour] adds a 
really good flavour to them…
they just don’t taste the 
same with another rye flour, 
they’re much tastier with the 
Scotland The Bread one” 
Rosi Koll, Riverside Bakery CIC

“Firstly and most importantly for  
me - the taste of Scotland The bread 

wholemeal flour is delicious! I use 
half and half for my wholemeal 

loaf (with Mungowells - another 
Scottish miller) and it’s got such 

a distinct savoury, almost nutty 
taste which I love.”

 Jess Young, Jess Rose Young pop-up

“It’s been a revelation to 
me… the taste of the  

landrace is amazing. There 
is a variety there and it really 

contributes to the flavour and 
the quality of the bread that 

comes out of it” 
Pat, community chef  

at Summerhill Community Centre
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Nowadays, most flour is inadvertently aged because of the demands of 
supermarket ‘shelf-life’ and long distance supply chains. We mill our flour to 
order and sell it with a much shorter best-before date than others you will 
find in the shop. 

Baking with really freshly-milled flour (your bag of Scotland The Bread flour 
will have the date of milling on it) is a revelation in terms of flavour. It’s also 
good for nutrient retention, especially of vitamin-containing natural oils in 
the germ that can oxidise and go musty during prolonged storage.

If Scotland The Bread flours are your first opportunity to bake with very 
freshly ground wheat, you may notice a fragility in the gluten that’s partly to 
do with its freshness. Perhaps it’s best to relish this as you might the delicacy 
of a home-grown heirloom tomato by comparison with the bruise-resistant 
tastelessness of most commercial offerings.

To preserve maximum flavour and nutritional value, flour should, ideally, be 
used within hours or days of milling. Any flour not used immediately can be 
stored in the freezer to conserve all its vitality. For ultimate freshness, you 
can buy grain from us and grind it in your own mill.

The essential qualities which make our grains so special also make them 
a little different to bake with than the standard, industrially produced 

flour many people are used to. This novelty can appeal to bakers 
who are looking to challenge themselves by changing their 

technique and trying something new.

In addition, flour will vary from season to season and 
year to year as different weather patterns affect the 
development of the crop. It is important for bakers to 
understand these changes in order to accommodate 
them and adapt their approach. Harnessing the 
expertise of a passionate network of scientists, 
growers, millers and bakers we work to discover the 
best way of baking with each crop and are transparent 
with this knowledge to ensure the greatest success for 
anyone using our flour. 

We include this information in the description of each 
type of flour sold through our online shop.

Freshness
09



10‘Health by Stealth’

New flavours and textures can sometimes make 
people wary, and we know that a reluctance to use 
wholemeal flour is often due to unfamiliarity in its 
taste and use, or negative associations.  

Recognising these barriers, many community 
bakers and groups choose to begin baking with 
smaller amounts of wholemeal flour, gradually 
increasing this as people become familiar with and 
come to enjoy the taste and texture that the flour 
contributes. 

It is easier to introduce wholemeal flours to some 
recipes than others. For example, Scotland The 
Bread flour can be used in flatbreads, biscuits and 
crumbles with very little, if any, need to change 
other aspects of the recipe. In raised breads, 
however, you may need to adjust the amount of 
water or method of handling the dough to have 
similar success. 

In some of the recipes included in the recipe bank 
above, bakers have provided advice for gradually 
increasing the amount of wholemeal flour used. 
Additionally, we hope that the tips below will help 
you use Scotland The Bread flour more confidently 
as you become more familiar with its properties 
and ways for making the most of them. 



Scaling up

Most of these recipes are designed to make 
small batches, suitable for home baking. 

Each recipe can easily be scaled up for 
larger groups at a community meal or 

use in a bakery setting. If you wish to 
do this, here are some points that it 
is worth remembering:

If using commercial or baker’s 
yeast in your breads you will 
need to make some alterations, 
as the size of the dough will 
affect its temperature and 
therefore the action of the yeast. 
Small batches of dough will tend 

to lose heat quite quickly whereas 
larger volumes of dough (which 

have relatively less surface area 
to weight) will conserve the heat 

generated by the energy of mixing 
and fermentation. 

To compensate for this, a smaller 
proportion of yeast is generally used in 

larger doughs. As a rule of thumb: 

yeast should be reduced by  for doughs  
between two and 10 kilos 
yeast should be reduced by ½ for any  
doughs larger than 10 kilos

However, when making sourdough bread you do 
not need to make the same alterations. Since the 
yeasts in sourdough are less concentrated than 
those from a packet, the speed difference when 
a larger dough gets warmer is fairly modest. 
Therefore you should keep the ratio of 
sourdough to final dough the same whatever  
the size of dough. 

Most other ingredients can be scaled up or 
down pro-rata. However, with strong-tasting 
spices such as cinnamon, nutmeg, cardamom 
etc (and especially chilli), it is advisable to reduce 
the concentration roughly in line with the 
recommendation for yeast, i.e. by  for doughs 
of 2-10 kg and by ½ for doughs over 10 kg.
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12Tips for baking with Scotland 
The Bread flour

The diverse grain varieties that we grow, and the 
innovative method used to mill them, produce 
flours that are slightly different to work with than 
others you may have used.

Our Balcaskie Landrace wheat flour is  
all-purpose and versatile. Its naturally  
softer gluten makes it suitable for use in 
cakes, biscuits, scones, pancakes, pastry 
and flatter breads such as focaccia and 
naan, as well as sourdough bread made 

using long, slow fermentation.

Our Fulltofta evolutionary 
rye flour is ideal for sourdough 

bread made using long, slow 
fermentation, fruit cakes and 

spiced biscuits such as those popular 
in Northern Europe. This flour will add 

a malty sweetness to your bakes and has a 
natural stickiness to keep cakes moist.

Armed with a little knowledge and 
a few craft skills you will be able to 
enjoy a loaf with much richer flavour 
and greater nutritional qualities.

To help you 
bake the best of 

our flours we have 
produced this PDF 

of our top baking 
tips

http://scotlandthebread.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/How-to-bake-with-Scotland-The-Bread-flour-2020-PDF.pdf


At Scotland The Bread our passion is now and 
always will be for sourdough. As well as bringing 
a deeper flavour to your loaf, slow fermentation 
with sourdough will develop digestibility and 
make the important minerals in wholemeal  
flour more bioavailable. 

Beginning to bake with sourdough 
can feel intimidating as you learn 
to maintain your starter and begin 
to think more about factors like 
temperature and timings that will 
bring out the best in your baking.

Sourdough FAQs

But we have 
created this list of 

Sourdough FAQs based 
on questions raised by 
people trying out the 
process for the first 

time!
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Learn more 
about the 
nutritional and 

public health 
benefits of 
sourdough here

https://scotlandthebread.org/our-work/sourdough-baking/sourdough-faqs/
https://scotlandthebread.org/2019/08/07/why-bake-sourdough/


The Scotland The Bread recipe database
docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1foDYAn09_
pi3E_pRVVoYveQEwjILdQp77J0bb5uo5BQ/
edit?usp=sharing

Recipe submission form
forms.gle/TtDVrUazXXxJQRjW9

Strathpeffer Artisan Bread’s recipe booklet
scotlandthebread.org/wp-content/
uploads/2020/10/Viewing-Recipe-Booklet.pdf

The nutritional value of our flour
scotlandthebread.org/nutrition/

Our top baking tips
scotlandthebread.org/wp-content/
uploads/2020/12/How-to-bake-with- 
Scotland-The-Bread-flour-2020-PDF.pdf

Sourdough FAQs
scotlandthebread.org/our-work/sourdough-
baking/sourdough-faqs/

Benefits of Sourdough
scotlandthebread.org/2019/08/07/why-
bake-sourdough/

14Colophon

Go online or contact us  
to find out more!

info@scotlandthebread.org
 scotlandthebread
 scotlandthebread
  scotlandbread

Bread for Good  
Community Benefit Society  
(t/a Scotland The Bread) Unit 8,  
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Tel: 01333 730 625
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If you use these 
resources to get your 

community baking, we 
would love to hear how you 
get on! You can get in touch 

with us via email or social 
media, using the hashtag 

#flourtothepeople

Flour to the People is 
funded by InnovateUK
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